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Introduction
Toxicity studies are an essential part of any research meant to develop new drugs. At present no study on toxicity can be undertaken without animal testing, and in order to achieve statistical significance, it may be necessary to use a relatively high number of individuals. 
Materials and methods
The Triticum phytobiological method consists of exposing wheat seeds to 6 molar dilutions of a water soluble compound and measuring radicular elongation of the germinating seeds for five consecutive days.
Microscopic cellular changes are also observed. IC50 is meant to show the correlation between the radicular growth and the concentration of the substance in contact with the seeds.
The in vivo acute toxicity in mice was determined for 2 new series of compounds, potentially β3 adrenergic receptor agonists by using the regression curve method.
Taking into account the observed LD50, compounds were classified using the 1956 Hodge -Sterner toxicity scale. 
Results
The LD50 values were determined using regression curves. The classification of the compounds belonging to series C, in accordance to the Hodge -Sterner toxicity scale, is shown in table 1. In the case of compounds belonging to series A, LD1 could not be determined because it was higher than the maximum dose that can be administrated as a suspension in mice (1000 mg/kg). Table 1 . Correlation between the in vivo acute toxicity (LD50%) and the phytobiologic toxicity (IC50%). HodgeSterner classification of the compounds from series C The regression curve for compound C3 is shown in Figure 2 . Table 2 . Table 3 .
The influence of various concentrations of compound C2 on radicular elongation is illustrated in Figure 3 : The influence of various concentrations of compound C3 on radicular elongation is illustrated in Figure 4 : The validation of the Triticum method as a reliable alternative to the classic in vivo toxicity tests was accomplished by applying the technique to the compounds of the series A (A1-A8). The regression curve for compound A2 is shown in Figure 5 . The regression curve for compound A5 is shown in Figure 6 . Using the regression equation, the value of IC50 was determined as illustrated for compound A2:
Using the regression equation, the value of IC50 was determined as illustrated for compound A5: The calculated value of the inhibitory concentration 50% (IC50) is consistent with a low level of toxicity confirmed by in vivo tests on mice and reflected through a high lethal dose 50%.
The statistical significance of radicular elongation variations for the groups treated with different concentrations of compound A2 on the 3 rd day of measurements is shown in Table 4 : The statistical significance of radicular elongation variations for the groups treated with different concentrations of compound A5 in the 3 rd day of measurements is shown in Table 5 : The influence of various concentrations of compound A2 on radicular elongation is illustrated in Figure 7 :
The influence of various concentrations of compound A5 on radicular elongation is illustrated in Figure 8 : A strong correlation between IC50 and LD50 was observed in all studied compounds.
Discussion
Using the phytobiological method known also as the The regression curves for the IC50 determination were linear for a domain of 3-4 concentrations and regression coefficients generally had values higher than 0.8 (12, 13) .
Conclusions
Experimental studies may involve a potential conflict between two distinct but interrelated specialties, represented by statistical reliability (requiring a large number of cases) and bioethics (suggesting the need to reduce the number of casesto as few as possible).
Solving this ongoing dilemma requires developing new methods for determining toxicity without the use of lab animals.
In this study we presented an alternative for determining in vivo acute toxicity using vegetal material 
